President's column

Changing How We Do Things

A

nonprofit’s bylaws are written by the organization’s founders and
cover topics such as how Board members are elected, when and how
Board meetings are held, and what officer positions the organization
will have. There is often a temptation to sit back and assume there is no
need to amend bylaws because the founders of the organization probably covered all topics of importance. However, it is vital to review
bylaws on an ongoing basis to ensure compliance with legal requirements as well as to reflect the changing needs of an organization as it
grows and matures.
The CASD Bylaws Committee has been hard at work this year
reviewing our organization’s bylaws and ensuring that they are in
compliance with California law and that they reflect the changing
needs of our members. As an example, our founders could not have envisioned voting electronically for future board members. However, the Internet
has greatly impacted not only how we practice law, but also how we participate in organizations. Consequently, one of the changes the Bylaws Committee
has been working on has been a proposed revision to our bylaws, which
allows for electronic voting in CASD Board elections.
The proposed changes to the bylaws, including electronic voting, will be
presented to all CASD members for their vote at the Annual Meeting in
December of this year. Because of the lag time involved in reviewing the
bylaws, proposing legally compliant amendments to the bylaws, and presenting the proposed amendments to our members for a vote, electronic voting
would not be available until next year’s election cycle.
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An Evolving Process
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The CASD Bylaws were most recently amended on December 8, 2011.
Among the significant changes was a revision, which allows for greater access
to our members to CASD leadership levels.
Prior to the December 8, 2011, amendment, the traditional pathway to
CASD board service had emphasized longevity and seniority as a requirement
to fill top officer positions. Although previous leadership experience can be
quite valuable, this path overlooked other important qualities of officer candidates. Emerging leaders and otherwise qualified individuals who had not
assumed a position on the leadership ladder because of the multi-year commitment were not able to participate and thereby contribute their talents at the
higher levels.
Recognizing that CASD was potentially missing out on dynamic leaders, the
CASD Board spent a long time studying ways to improve its leadership selection
process, including forming a bylaws task force several years ago. The task force
worked on proposing amendments to our bylaws that would allow qualified
members to run, for example, for CASD President without having to serve in
each officer position before ascending to the position of CASD President.
The efforts of the task force led to proposed amendments to the bylaws,
which took effect on December 8, 2011. Some of the significant changes under
the amended bylaws included reducing the number of CASD Board Officers
to CASD President, President-Elect, Past-President, Secretary and Treasurer.
The officer position of Parliamentarian was eliminated. Further, under the
amended bylaws, the President-Elect is now elected each year and will serve
for three (3) consecutive years; the first year as President-Elect, the second year
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as President, and the third year as
Past-President. The current bylaws
provide that an officer must be a
member of the Board of Directors for
at least two (2) years immediately
preceding their election as an officer
and otherwise be qualified. These
revisions now provide our members
with greater access to top leadership
positions rather than simply remaining below the radar.
The benefits of periodically
reviewing our bylaws are many, not
least of which is modernizing and
updating our bylaws to reflect the
changing needs of our membership.

Some Things Remain
The Same

Finally, what has remained the
same is the type of CASD member
who volunteers to lead. CASD mem-
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bers who volunteer to lead as board
members or who lead by volunteering
in the various CASD committees take
on this role because of their passion
and drive to both improve and move
CASD to a greater level of excellence.
These members commit themselves, despite their busy practices, to
volunteer countless hours either on
the board or on committees and are
passionate about making CASD successful. These members also take
responsibility for educating themselves as to how our organization
works and motivate others to join or
to learn more about CASD.
I am encouraged by the ongoing
changes to our bylaws because it better positions those who are currently
in leadership positions to more easily
identify and inspire individuals who
demonstrate the skills, qualities and
commitment to step up to lead CASD.

I extend an invitation to all of our
members to attend the Annual
Membership Meeting and Holiday
Mixer at the Yard House on December
11, 2014 and cast your vote on the
proposed revisions to our bylaws,
which includes the proposed amendment to allow our members to vote
electronically in future elections. I
hope to see you all there. TBN
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